OUR MSc IN QUANTITY SURVEYING APPRENTICE PLUS PROGRAMME
We believe that the world of work is evolving quickly, and for the next generation of professionals it will simply not be enough to demonstrate a
technical ability, next gen professionals will need additional tools at their disposal. They will be required to adopt a lifetime learning approach. Our
bespoke programme sets out a roadmap to achieve this – to create fully rounded, resilient and creative professionals. In the future workplace, an
agility and adaptability will be needed to flex and change both core and soft skills frequently and confidently, to remain at the forefront of the
profession. Our Apprentice Plus Programme sets out to put you on the right road to a rewarding, evolving and successful career.

UCEM
ENROLMENT

Undertaking an MSc Apprenticeship is a
great opportunity to gain a qualification and
practical, on-the-job skills at the same time. As
an advanced apprentice you will work within
our team on real projects and with a real job to
do, but will graduate with no student debt and
be given regular time during your paid working
hours to study. The perfect way to learn, taking
theory right through to practice, with in house
mentoring and support all the way.

GO

GETTING
WORKPLACE
READY

Alongside the UCEM MSc Apprenticeship
studies, you will receive additional training in
digital and workplace skills. We will build your
workplace soft skills, personal resilience and
professional persona through Wraw academy
accredited training, and also help you become
proficient in the core MSOffice suite which
will ensure you are visibly effective and a fully
contributing team member right from the get go.

CHAMPION

LIFE SKILLS DIGITAL SKILLS
COMPLETED
YOUR MSc
STUDIES

DEVELOPED
MS365
EXPERTISE

BANKED
A STRONG
TECHNICAL
GROUNDING
AND BECOME
A FULLY
CONTRIBUTING
TEAM MEMBER

AT THE 2
YEAR POINT
YOU WILL
HAVE…

24
24 MONTH
MSc STUDIES
COMPLETE

Our programme is supported every step of the
way, and our People & Performance Team will
provide coaching and mentorship to help keep
you on track and support your progression. We
have a full team of Future Skills Champions
on hand in house to help build your ‘real
life’ workplace knowledge alongside your
academic training to ensure you can really fast
track your journey to professional qualification.

12
12 MONTH
P&PT REVIEW

RECEIVED
RESILIENCE
TRAINING AND
COACHING
BEGUN TO
BUILD YOUR
PROFESSIONAL
NETWORKS

MRICS
CHARTERED
SURVEYOR!

26
26-29
MONTH
DEGREE
CONFERRAL
PERIOD

33
30
30 MONTH
EPA GATEWAY
REVIEW

31-32/33
MONTH EPA

RICS PATHWAY TO EPA

This is the time for a big push to Chartership. You
will be appointed an in house counsellor to help
you on your journey to End Point Assessment
(EPA) and ready to become a Chartered Surveyor,
this will be a hugely challenging phase of
your development and will require focused
commitment, study and discipline to attain
MRICS status in a compressed and demanding
time frame – but it will be worth it!

LIFETIME
LEARNING
ESTABLISHED

